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….discontinuity of several passenger services may generate a 

great limitation of logistic capacity for the transportation of 

goods, further weakening the economies of our countries. 

Therefore, we have agreed to start a joint study on the following 

two topics: 

1) Air cargo operation in the regions and the standards that 

facilitate its development. 

2) Studies allowing gauging the future demand of air transport 

passenger and cargo as well as eventual incentive mechanisms. 
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The interaction exposes the 
cargo staff  as well as the 

stakeholders towards the risk of 
transmission

Stakeholders may visit the cargo complex 
more than once to obtain document 
clearances/ submission or delivery/ pick-up

Those with the infection, however, 

without any serious symptoms can also 

spread the virus

Cargo complexes are functioning to ensure 

vital cargo supply lines are kept operational

Import and Export cargo procedures 
involve interactions amongst terminal 
staff, bank transaction, documentary 
proof submission and signature for 
clearance

As per WHO, the virus can 
survive on surfaces up to 72 

hours

Rate of virus spread Rate of digitalization>
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Cloud-based applications at airports already working

Helps fragmented airport cargo communities to operate as one.
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Electronically submit Customs 

declarations

Provide contactless verification of 

details at the time of cargo delivery

Obtain Certificate of Origin electronically 

from the Chamber of Commerce

Enable electronic Delivery Orders 

between Airlines and Forwarders 

Offer online payment options for 

instant payment

Submit and obtain document 

clearance online

Effectively manage Truck 

Congestion at the cargo complexes







Main risks in the transport of 
COVID-19 vaccine
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